
Men hurt more in rocky relationships

Most people think women are more affected when a relationship hits a
rocky patch. According to a new study on over 1,000 break-ups, it is the
opposite. Research from the Wake Forest University in the USA suggests
men have a much harder time dealing with the low points. Researchers
say women have a harder time coping with a break-up. Lead researcher
Robin Simon said: "Common wisdom says that women are more hurt by
problems in a relationship, but we found that the…disadvantages of strain are 
exaggerated for the men." She added: "Men are more sensitive than we often think they 
are." Simon and her co-researchers discovered that men often put a brave face on 
problems they have with their partner but inside, they feel more emotional pain than 
women.

The research also showed how differently men and women dealt with
problems. Women show their feelings more by crying and talking about
how they feel. Men find this hard to do because they need to be
‘masculine’ and men don’t cry. Instead, they turn to the bottle or look for
escape by using drugs. Ms Simon said the more relationship problems a
guy went through, the more likely he was to become dependent on
alcohol or drugs. They make the pain go away through substance abuse
rather than talking. Simon said things are changing and that more and
more men are opening up. She said guys these days are more likely to
have divorced parents "and this might make them more sensitive to the
ups and downs of a relationship” and be more emotionally aware.

1. affected a. talking more

2 rocky b. overstated

3. coping c. coped with

4. exaggerated d. shaky

5. brave e. conscious

6. dealt f. influenced

7. masculine g. needy

8. dependent h. managing

9. opening up i. manly

10. aware j. courageous

GOSSIP: Spend one minute writing down all of the different words you associate 
with the word ‘gossip’. 



MASCULINE:

Spend one minute writing down all of the different words you associate 
with the word ‘masculine’. 

'Skinship' OPINIONS: 

Discuss these comments with your partner(s). Who do you think might
hold these opinions?

a. People should not kiss in public. Not everyone wants to see such behavior.
b. Kissing in public is a basic human need.
c. People should never kiss in front of their parents.
d. Kissing is over-rated.
e. Kissing should only take place after marriage.
f. People can kiss when and where they want and for how long they want.
g. The French are the best kissers.
h. The phrase “kiss and make up” is an important one to remember for couples.

MEN & WOMEN: 

Who’s better at what? Complete this table with your partner(s). 

Better at… Who? Why?

Romance   

Driving   

Parenting   

Saving money   

Teaching   

Being honest   

SCANDAL: What do you think of these? Complete this table. Talk to your partner(s) about what 
you wrote. 

 President in extra-marital affair
 Professor selling exam answers
 Sports star taking drugs
 Oil company cheating local village

 Investment bankers defrauding public
 Newspaper telling lies
 American Idol winner pre-decided
 Politicians accepting bribes


